105 Mercill Avenue Housing: Supplemental Questions Round One
Jackson Hole Community Housing Trust
10. If Teton County nor the Jackson Hole Children’s Museum purchase the commercial property, what will you
do? See combined response below.
1. How will you provide the required housing mitigation units for the proposed nonresidential use if the
Jackson Hole Children’s Museum does not purchase the property?
If the Children’s Museum does not exercise its option to purchase the property, the commercial space will be
divided into smaller office units and sold. The free market office space will generate a housing mitigation
requirement totaling 3.261 residential units. The housing mitigation requirement will be met on-site as follows:
o One 1-bedroom unit affordable to 120% MFI –Affordable unit Types A, B, C & D all qualify and will be
designated as a mitigation unit;
o One 2-bedroom unit affordable to 50% MFI – Affordable unit Type E will be repriced to $180,000;
o One 2-bedroom unit affordable to 120% MFI - Affordable unit Types F & G qualify and will be
designated as a mitigation unit
o The balance of the requirement (0.261 of 1-bedroom unit affordable to 80% MFI) will be satisfied by a
fee-in-lieu payment ($67,567).
This housing mitigation requirement will reduce the sales revenue by $312,567. The project will be able to
recoup the lost revenue, because the smaller office units will attract a price premium over the larger space
being purchased by the Children’s Museum. The lost revenue can be recouped with a price premium of less
than 10%.
2. If the project is awarded July 2, 2019, what is your anticipated completion date? September 27, 2021. 18
months from groundbreaking on April 1, 2020.
3. What do you anticipate utility fees for each type of unit will cost? What are you including in this calculation?
Based on utility bills for our existing affordable homeowners, we anticipate the electric cost to range between
$45-100/month depending on the size of the unit; water and sewer should cost between $15-25/month
depending on household size.
4. What will the monthly HOA fees be? What is included in these? See attached schedule
5. Please list the square footage associated with the following:
a. Residential units - 26,930 sf
b. Storage for residential owners – 2,919 sf (2,505 sf in the basement, 207 sf on the 2nd and 3rd floors)
c. Communal/shared space (excluding circulation) for residential owners – 692 sf lobby and package room
6. Please provide a detailed description of the Rights of First Purchase program for this building including
pricing, draft deed restriction, the mechanics of the ROFP within the project context, whether the ROFP will be
restricted to this development only or if they will extend to the entire Trust portfolio. If the ROFP are extended
to all Trust homes, will these ROFP be subordinate to other ROFP? If so, how many? The Right of First
Purchase program was originated by the Housing Trust in 2008. To date, the Housing Trust has successfully

managed nine revolving Rights with the Town of Jackson (6 were sold in 2008 and another 3 were sold in
2014). These rights have been exercised 15 times and all rights are currently exercised by Town employees.
Each of the nine Rights owned by the Town include a limitation on the use of Town Rights at an initial project
offering.
In the event the town has options that are open at the time we begin the sale process at Mercill, the Town
would only have an option to purchase a maximum of 3 of the 24 units. The County rights would be
subordinate to the three pre-existing Town Rights; the private Rights of First Purchase will be structured to be
subordinate to the County Rights.
While the details of the Private Sector Rights of First Purchase Program have not yet been finalized (pricing or
term of each option) the intent is that the Rights would be limited to 105 Mercill and it would not apply to all
Housing Trust homes. The Right of First Purchase program is one that is overlaid on top of the standard deed
restrictions that are used by the Housing Trust—it does not affect the deed restriction that will be used.
Given our ability to very quickly sell four long term leases at Redmond Hall and serious interest expressed
from three organizations in our community to date, we are confident that this program will help us raise a
meaningful amount of the $2.1M that we have committed to raise to match the contribution of the County.
7. Do you plan to use the Town and County’s Workforce Ownership deed restriction? If not, please provide a
copy of the workforce restriction you propose using. It is our intent to minimally amend the standard restriction
that we have used successfully for the last 20+ years. If awarded the opportunity to develop 105 Mercill, the
Housing Trust will formalize a “GAP Housing Program” to govern the 11 “Workforce” units proposed. The
following three policies are currently being considered by the board of the Trust as potential departures from
our traditional program.
-- “GAP” homes will be priced to serve households earning between 120% and 175% AMI. The same pricing
philosophy has been used in the pricing of all 24 homes at Mercill—the affordable homes are priced to serve
households earning 62%-120% and the GAP homes have been priced to serve households earning 103%-154%.
--A goal of our GAP housing program is to create an opportunity for existing affordable homeowner to move up
the housing spectrum which has the added benefit of opening up the most affordable entry level housing in our
community for those most in need of stable housing.
--Price appreciation: Since 1992, Housing Trust homes have appreciated in tandem with the Cost of Living Index
for Northwest Wyoming with a cap of 4%. It is our goal to allow GAP homes to appreciate at a rate that exceeds
the traditional rate of appreciation so long as we can, with additional analysis, confirm that the cap will allow
the homes to remain affordable for the local workforce in perpetuity (e.g. CPI +1% with a cap of 5).
8. For the one-bedroom units larger than 900 square feet, is there an opportunity to make these two, smaller
one-bedroom units? Is there an opportunity to make these two-bedroom units? Please explain how this might
be done and how these potential changes could affect sales prices. It would be possible to convert one onebedroom unit to two studios and comply with all parking, light and ventilation requirements. We would not be
able to comply with the light, ventilation and egress requirements of the IBC regulations if we convert a onebedroom unit to a two-bedroom unit.

Our proposal attempts to balance the desire of the Department to deliver one-bedroom units with the
Housing Trust’s exposure to risk. Our market research suggests the most difficult unit to sell is a one-bedroom
unit. It is our perspective that larger, more livable one-bedroom units that can comfortably accommodate a
young couple will be more versatile and more desirable to a wider range of buyers and by extension, the units
will be more marketable. The mix of units presented not only complies with the parking requirements of the
LDR’s, it allows the Housing Trust to meet our parking objectives for the project: each one-bedroom has one
parking space on-site and each two and three-bedroom unit has two spaces dedicated on-site.
We are acutely aware that our community is in-transition; we would like to think that it is possible for
households to exist without cars, but practically speaking we have a long way to go before households can get
by without at least one car. The parking objectives presented for 105 Mercill are consistent with the parking
provided at Redmond Street Rentals and given our recent experience, we are comfortable with the
parking/unit-mix risk presented.
9. Please provide a letter from the Jackson Hole Children’s Museum Board of Directors stating: their intent to
purchase the commercial space for the appraised value, their understanding that any future conversion of the
space to another use will require housing mitigation, the number of employees – full time and part time – that
they will employ in the space, the amount of private philanthropy they intend to raise to purchase the space,
and whether they intend to ask for public funding for the space and if so, how much. See letter attached.
11. In your proposal you identify $2.1M in philanthropy. By when must you raise these funds? All philanthropy
and Housing Trust equity will need to be in hand by June 1, 2021 so that sales prices can be finalized, and
formal, binding contracts can be presented to pre-selected buyers. What will happen to the unit pricing if you
are unable to raise this funding? If we are unable to contribute any equity to the project by June 1, 2021, the
unit pricing would be adjusted. An update to the project pro-forma suggests costs can be covered by sales
prices that serve households earning 105% AMI-140% AMI. What will happen to the unit pricing if you are able
to raise more than the projected amount? Please explain. If we raise more than the projected philanthropy,
the unit pricing will be reduced. As a private non-profit developer, final unit pricing is always a function of total
philanthropy raised and cost savings realized through value engineering, shrewd project management and/or
a reduction in contingency. We are motivated not by profit but by minimizing our financial risk and exposure;
the surest way to mitigate our risk is to improve upon the affordability of the units and increase the total
number of applicants that will be interested in and able to purchase our homes.
12. The following zoning issues have been identified. Please explain how you will address each.
a. Which building frontage are you meeting (2.2.1.D)? Building frontage complies to ‘office frontage’. Ground
floor has a 12’-8” floor to ceiling height and the Mercill frontage has 58% transparency and the Glenwood
frontage has 49% transparency. The upper stories are 9’ floor to ceiling height and the transparency of each
floor ranges from 29-34%.
b. The second floor of the building facing Mercill does not meet the minimum 70% lot width requirement for
street façade in primary setback range. The second floor has been modified. The center three units have been
pulled to the south toward Mercill to be within the setback range of CR-2 zoning. 86% of the second floor
Mercill façade is within the setback range and the third floor is stepped back to 60% of the façade within the
setback range. This solution has been reviewed by the Town Planning Department and is consistent with the
requirements.

c. The plan states there are 7 on-street parking spaces but there may be a bus stop on Mercill that reduces
that number. See updated site plan indicating seven parallel parking spaces along Mercill and Glenwood. The
bus stop is also indicated at the corner of Mercill and Glenwood.
What is the required parking for commercial space? How will you provide this? The Jackson Hole Children's
Museum is an Assembly use in the LDR's for parking; the requirement is an independent calculation. A parking
study conducted over a four-month period of time conservatively concluded an average use of 15 spaces (6
employee and 9 visitors). This parking demand in the CR-2 generates a requirement to park 12 cars on-site
(applies 25% reduction for the downtown overlay). On-street parking can be counted toward this calculation.
Workforce and affordable housing allow a 100% shared parking program. We are confident that with
adequate planning and signage, there will be plenty of parking for users throughout the day. In addition to the
7 on-street parking spaces, the 6 western spaces accessed off the shared drive aisle will be designated for
commercial parking.
The Jackson Hole Children's Museum is currently open to the public from 10 AM - 3 PM in the summer, and 9
AM - 2 PM during the school year. During these times, families will be parked at the Museum for one to four
hours at a time.
13. How will drop-off and pick-up work for children attending the museum? Students attending the
afterschool program (September-May) offered by JHCM are transported to the Museum by the Activity Bus.
These students are typically picked up at 5:30. Summer camp (June-August) drop off is at 8:30 am and pick up
is at 4 pm.
We will work directly with CLC (Children's Learning Center) to coordinate drop-off and pick-up times. A
simple solution would be for us to make sure that our times are staggered, so as not to over-stress the Mercill
corner.

June 10, 2019
Dear Housing Director Norton and the Housing Authority Board of Directors,

Board of Directors
Craig Morris, President/Founder
Laura Cuddie, Vice President
Jim Lewis, Treasurer

On behalf of the Jackson Hole Children’s Museum Board of Directors, this letter
states the Board’s intent to pursue the action needed to purchase commercial
space at 105 Mercill for the appraised value. We see this as an opportunity to be a
part of a community solution in a unique corner in Town.
We understand that a future conversion of the space to another use will require
housing mitigation.

Katie Burke
Jenn Dawes
Jessica Jaubert
Honora Kerr
KJ Morris, Founder
Annie Putnam
Andy Schwertfeger
Barbara Trachtenberg

Administration
Jean Lewis
Executive Director
Sara Fagan
Operations Director
Gina Kyle
Operations Manager

This purchased space will be used for Museum programming and operations, which
is projected to employ 5-6 full-time employees, or the part-time equivalent for one
of these jobs.
We plan to undergo a comprehensive campaign to raise the funds needed to secure
the purchase of this space. We are currently working on a detailed breakout and
budget for the campaign.
In order to run a viable campaign, our intention is to ask for public support to
supplement private philanthropy; both locally and at the state level. We will be
asking for support from the Town and County, either through funds and/or through
potential partnership. We are also exploring a $500,000 matching Community
Enhancement Grant from the Wyoming Business Council, which would require a
partnership with the County in order to be secured.
We realize that a comprehensive campaign is a major task, however securing a
long-term facility is a critical next step for the Museum.
Sincerely,

Jim Lewis, Treasurer
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174 N. King Street, PO Box 995, Jackson, WY 83001
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The new building proposed for 105 Mercill is the result of a close collaboration between Northworks, Shaw Construction,
the Jackson Hole Children’s Museum and the Jackson Hole Community Housing Trust. As a team, our goal was to create
a structure that blended with the eclectic nature of the surrounding neighborhood, while creating a very dignified and
engaging place for people to call home. The careful articulation of the facade helps to break down the scale of the building
while creating a more dynamic street presence. The residential units are designed to provide occupants with a graceful,
light-filled spaces with abundant storage and space for entertaining friends and family. The exterior envelope of the building
includes natural wood siding, aluminum clad windows and a variety of finishes that are both durable and sustainable.
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